Hole in One
(Don’t Get a)

Knitting & Reinforcing Your Socks for Longer Wear
By Marie Greene

Yarn Choice

Fiber Content

While we may be tempted to dive straight
into the tips and tricks that make for a
longer-wearing sock, we have to start at the
very beginning with the yarn.

Wool is queen. It just is. It’s moisturewicking, resilient, elastic (in the sense that
it can be stretched and then return to its
original state), and generally able to resist
the wear and tear of foot-in-shoe or footon-floor action better than any other fiber
around. Most sock yarns are mostly merino
(because it’s soft), but if you’re lucky enough
to find a sock yarn with other wool, like BFL,
Corriedale and others, you will find them
an excellent choice for socks that will far
outshine merino for longevity.

Fiber choice, ply and twist all play a role
in keeping our socks strong, and – as
with sweater knitting – it’s important to
recognize how and why they work together
to create a sock that fits well, stays on, and
holds up over time.
As luck would have it, most sock yarns do a
lot of this work for us. So if you just want to
knit a stinkin’ sock and don’t want to have
to think too hard about it, you can usually
count on a skein labeled “sock yarn” to have
done this homework for you. But what
makes it sock yarn, as opposed to regular
fingering weight yarn? And – when the ball
is in our court and we need to do our own
homework – what should we be looking for
when we’re choosing sock yarn?
I’m glad you asked.

But what about cotton? While cotton is
absorbent, it’s one of the least elastic fibers
around when it comes to hand knitting.
Once stretched, a cotton sock will never
fully return to its original state. Unless you
like a saggy sock, you don’t want to knit it
with 100% cotton. (Cotton in a blend will
work as long as it’s 50% or less of the fiber
content.) I still have icky texture memories
from a pair of socks I knit with Cascade
Fixation back in the day. Yikes.

Let’s start with a look at the qualities of our
favorite fibers.
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Nylon or bust. When it comes to strength
and longer wear, nylon is the perfect
addition to a sock yarn to increase the
longevity of your sock tenfold. Ideally, you
want a sock yarn that contains 10-20%
nylon to get the maximum impact. In this
case, less is more – but that 10-20% makes a
LOT of difference.
All the other stuff. Sure, there are other
great fibers. And you might even find them
in your sock yarn. Cashmere, linen, bamboo,
alpaca, tencel, mohair, angora, silk and
more – all might find their way into your
sock yarn for various reasons. Some work to
add reinforcement, some add warmth or
softness. Generally, the most reliable sock
yarns contain mostly wool and a little bit of
nylon but may have a little bit of something
else as an accoutrement. In some cases,
fibers like silk, tencel, linen, and others,
are used in place of nylon as a reinforcing
agent. But none of these are an ideal sock
yarn on their own.

Ply
Look closely at your sock yarn. If you’re a
spinner, then you know exactly what you’re
looking at, but if you’re not – here’s a quick
overview.
 Single ply (the good, the bad, the ugly)
 Two-ply (a good start)

Twist
Twist can lend additional strength to yarn,
and when it comes to sock knitting – every
little bit helps.
 Loose twist
 High energy/tight twist
 Everything in between

Gauge & Fit
As a general rule sock gauge should be
significantly smaller (smaller stitches,
packed more tightly together) than what
you’d normally knit with any given yarn.
It’s why we can knit shawls with fingering
weight yarn on a US 5, 6, or even 7 needle,
but call for a US 1 or 2 for knitting the same
weight yarn for socks.
Not only does gauge matter, but the way
your sock fits matters, too. A slouchy sock
will have to endure more friction than a
sock that fits well. It pays to be strategic
about gauge and fit if you want your socks
to last.

Stitch Patterns
Adding texture generally lends itself
to a sturdier sock and can help add
reinforcement to specific areas that need
extra help.

 Three-ply (the three-legged stool of the
ply family)

 Twisted stitches

 Four-ply (plump and robust)

 Slipped stitches

 Cables
 Colorwork
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Reinforcements

Slipped Stitch Heel

There are extra reinforcements you can add
to compensate for lack elsewhere in your
sock. Some old-fashioned methods are less
common but are useful tools for your sock
toolbox.

Row 1 (WS): Purl

 Nylon thread
 Elastic thread
 Reinforcing techniques

Cuff & Ribbing

Row 2 (RS): [K1, slwyib] repeat between
brackets to end. (If you have an odd
number of stitches, you can end with a k1 to
balance out the texture.)
Repeat these two rows to create the slipped
stitch heel. For added reinforcement, I
prefer to continue the slipped stitch texture
through the heel turn. This adds strength
and padding to the heel for longer wear.

As a top-down sock knitter, I pay special
attention to the cuff. The cuff and ribbing
are required to stretch over the whole
foot – again and again – and return to a
reasonably snug fit around our calf or ankle.
 Estonian cast-on
 Cable cast-on
 In a pinch: elastic thread
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Eye of the Pigeon Heel
Row 1 (WS): Purl
Row 2 (RS): [K1, slwyib] rep bet brackets to
end of row (if you have an odd number of
stitches, you can end with a k1 to balance
the design).
Row 3 (WS): Purl
Row 4 (RS): K1, [k1, slwyib] rep bet brackets
to last st, k1
Repeat rows 1-4 to establish texture.
Remember: You can continue the texture
through the heel turn for added strength
and padding.

Slipped Stitch
2-Color Stripe Heel
(Worked with 2-colors)
Row 1 (WS): With MC, Purl
Row 2 (RS): With CC, [k1, slwyib] rep bet
brackets to end of row (if you have an odd
number of stitches, you can end with a k1 to
balance the design).
Row 3 (WS): With CC, [slwyif, p1] rep bet
brackets to end of row (Note: if you have an
odd number of stitches, being with a p1 and
then work bet the brackets).
Row 4 (RS): With MC, [slwyib, k1] rep bet
brackets to end of row
Row 5 (WS): With MC, [p1, slwyif] rep bet
brackets to end of row
Repeat rows 2-5 to establish pattern. You
can continue the texture through the heel
turn for added strength and padding.
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Ball of Foot

Notes:

The one other area that wears out quickly
(often the quickest for me) is the ball of
the foot. We’ll talk about how to apply
heel reinforcements to the ball of the foot
area of your sock to add padding and
reinforcement.

__________________________________

slwyif

st
[]

__________________________________
__________________________________

Abbreviations
k
p
MC
CC
slwyib

__________________________________

knit
purl
master color
contrast color
slip the next st to the right needle
without working it, holding the working
yarn to the back as you do it
slip the next st to the right needle
without working it, holding the working
yarn to the front as you do it
stitch/stitches
brackets always indicate a repeat

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

Thanks for learning with me! You can find my classes, Knit Camp membership community and
seamless patterns online at www.oliveknits.com

Stay in touch

Get weekly updates (every Monday) with my Olive the Things knitting newsletter.
Sign up at www.oliveknits.com/newsletter/
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